
If you want me to create a role or channel you can ask here. Lets not go ham okay? 

 

jadedResearcher 

made a channel #wiki-work 

jadedResearcher 

made #testimonies cuz i realized that the whole red string thing can be a Lot if we just want an eye 

witness testimony 

IronicOrnithologist 

Can I be blue? 

Also can there be an emoji channel? 

[Donald Duck images] 

jadedResearcher 

ill just give everyone emoji rights 

and yeah i can make you blue 

got four color roles for now 

IronicOrnithologist 

 [The previous images plus a crab with a knife and a transgender rat now as emojis] 

jadedResearcher 

has anyone ever found any Zampanio emoji? 

IronicOrnithologist 

I found this 

 



jadedResearcher 

:ey3star3: 

:ey3h3llo: 

[the emojis that usually refer to Truth] 

IronicOrnithologist 

Oooh! 

Who made those? 

jadedResearcher 

the judge apparently found em 

IronicOrnithologist 

Cool 

jadedResearcher 

:eyesngrin: :justgrin: 

[NAM’s emojis] 

jadedResearcher 

:smallspiral: 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Maybe add some kind of colorbot so people can make their own color roles? I've seen a few of those 

around. 

lionfish1212 

you can have colors? 

jadedResearcher 

yupyup, want one? 

if we get big enough ill add a bot to do it 

lionfish1212 

can i have pink please? 



jadedResearcher 

made zampanio-fandom since it seems im accidentally collating the fandom in addition to ppl trying to 

search for it 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Can I have a color role? #705898, titled "ghost" please. 

jadedResearcher 

sure thing 

like that?  

SmeargleUsedHex 

yeah, thanks! 

I SING THE TRUTH 

I suppose I should get my customary orange or brown role. Dunno why, that's the color I get on every 

server. 

IronicOrnithologist 

Weird question are you a furry? 

I SING THE TRUTH 

Me? 

IronicOrnithologist 

Yes 

I SING THE TRUTH 

Nah, nekomimi is completely different to furry. Totally. Absolutely. I hope. 

IronicOrnithologist 

I 

Have no idea what that means 

I’m curious because there is a big overlap with the Zampanio fandom and the Donaldist fandom, and I 

was wondering if there was a third connection to the furry fandom 

As far as I can tell at least 



SmeargleUsedHex 

Depends on what you define as a furry. 

IronicOrnithologist 

I still don’t speak Italian 

I think being a furry is a choice of self identification? 

Otherwise Don Bluth would be considered a furry 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Don who? 

IronicOrnithologist 

… 

… 

You could’ve just shot me in the heart 

 

You know 

Don Bluth 

[one more picture of Don Bluth] 

I SING THE TRUTH 



Asking if the furry fandom has a connection to something is like asking if the CIA is responsible for a 

coup in a third world nation. Kick over a rock and you'll find nothin' but suits. Fur or two piece depends 

on context. 

SmeargleUsedHex 

I do not recognize a single character in that picture. 

I SING THE TRUTH 

I don't consider myself furry 

lionfish1212 

what's a furry? 

IronicOrnithologist 

[Gif from the Anastasia] 

IronicOrnithologist 

Fair 

Perhaps Bluth did have some pelts in his closet 

[Gif of an animated blond girl in glittery dress] 

Hopefully not sewn into whatever this dress is  

lionfish1212 

is she a furry? 

IronicOrnithologist 

I’d like to think so 

lionfish1212 

she is the type of person my mom says should put on more clothes on the superbowl halftime show ._. 

IronicOrnithologist 

Your mother is a coward 

lionfish1212 

shes my mom though so she has to have a point 



IronicOrnithologist 

What would Frog Charo think?  

[Gif of the frog in Thumbelina] 

lionfish1212 

uhh i dont know? 

o_O 

IronicOrnithologist 

Have you never seen Thumbelina? 

lionfish1212 

i know the story 

IronicOrnithologist 

Again, easier to murder me in cold blood 

Possibly even warm blood 

lionfish1212 

what? 

IronicOrnithologist 

Room temperature blood will do just as well, I suppose 

lionfish1212 

i'm really confused, sorry!!! O_o o_O 

thats kind of gross... 

jadedResearcher 

other-fandoms plz 

lionfish1212 

how do i go there? 

jadedResearcher 



just click the link 

lionfish1212 

oh, ok! 

jadedResearcher 

(basically i almost had a heartattack thinking like a million roles were needed but it was just chatter) 

IronicOrnithologist 

We’re going to kill you in room temperature blood JR 

jadedResearcher 

[theendisnevertheend animated emoji] 

the judge really is coming thru 

some of these im not quite sure how they relate but 

my source is impeccable 

jadedResearcher 

:ey3p3nsiv3: :sadcowboy3: 

I SING THE TRUTH 

What even are these 

jadedResearcher 

gifts from the judge 

I SING THE TRUTH 

I see 

 (I do not see) 

jadedResearcher 

:cak3isali3: 

Krysal Tepsyr 

ah. i see. 



Krysal Tepsyr 

hm, mind if i take a bright gold color? 

doesn't feel quite right without it 

Krysal Tepsyr 

perfection. thank you. 

lionfish1212 

that looks really nice 

for some reason i really love how it looks with your logo 

Krysal Tepsyr 

this feels a lot more comfy. 

purple and yellow. it's the brand.  

lionfish1212 

like a dragon 

Krysal Tepsyr 

perhaps. 

one other thing. seems like you're probably not too keen on this becoming a heavy social space, but do 

you think maybe it'd be helpful to have some kind of channel to introduce ourselves? that way we can 

know each other at least a little bit while we're working together and know each other's strengths. if 

that's too close to being a "community" thing, i understand, just thought maybe it'd be useful. 

jadedResearcher 

bluuuh 

im trying to avoid having to moderate ppls social interactions again 

but you have a point about it helping the Hunt 

introductions 

Krysal Tepsyr 

i know, sorry bout that will try and not get toooo social but like all the weird shit it follows me wherever 

i go 



attendantWatcher 

can I get #a2a2a2 colour? 

Blobbin 

Can I have a colour? I don't really care which one, but preferably something darker but not black? 

Flippet 

could i have a #00ffff color role? 

sierra & sammi 

Can i have a color? Maybe light purple? 

Daedalus 

Hi 

jadedResearcher 

hi :) :) :)  

Daedalus 

blink 

SmeargleUsedHex 

In tangentially related news, maybe we should have some kind of RP channel. Might be fun. 

jadedResearcher 

on it :) :) :) 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Maybe we could have an in-character Overseer session or something. 

Is Overseer still running? I haven't played it in a long time. 

lionfish1212 

what's overseer? 

SmeargleUsedHex 

An old Homestuck game. Text-based, multiplayer. Get to play through a session. 



Looks like V2 is down. Legacy might still be around though. 

lionfish1212 

oh i love homestuck!! i haven't heard of overseer though 

cascade was soooo cool 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Yeah, right? Still love the music. 

lionfish1212 

im so excited for them to release more of it 

attendantWatcher 

I have complex feelings on homestuck given all the mess that happened 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Well... not sure I'd say that. Haven't been too fond of what's come out recently. 

lionfish1212 

crashing newgrounds and all? 

that was wild 

i'm not old enough to teeechnically have a tumblr so don't tell but its always Unique over there 

attendantWatcher 

lionfish, what was the last update you remember, again? 

lionfish1212 

i'm up to date with the most current one 

SmeargleUsedHex 

What do you think about what they've done with Jane? 

lionfish1212 

i think that the theories people have come up with are really really cool and i hope that something like 

that happens 

with the whole possession deal 



SmeargleUsedHex 

Not quite sure what you mean, but eh, there's plenty of fan-theories I haven't heard of. 

I just don't like Jane as a villain. Give us our baker girl back. 

lionfish1212 

i hope she gets a happy ending!! 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Yeah, hope so. 

Though at this rate... 

lionfish1212 

theres always fanfic! ^.^ 

attendantWatcher 

Fanfic is hard 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Story of my life. 

I have so many fanfic ideas bouncing around my head and zero skill to write them with. 

Krysal Tepsyr 

something is wrong. 

something is very, very wrong. 

lionfish1212 

are you okay? 

Krysal Tepsyr 

i am fine 

but this this ain't right. 

lionfish1212 

you don't really sound that okay 



what's wrong? 

Daedalus 

Hi 

jadedResearcher 

hi :) :) :) 

Daedalus 

blink 

Krysal Tepsyr 

something is wrong. 

SmeargleUsedHex 

You ok? 

Krysal Tepsyr 

i cant explain here. 

look, if you really wanna know, dm me. 

sierra & sammi 

Is everything alright? :) 

Krysal Tepsyr 

ill try to explain it. but it probably won't make sense to any of you. 

lionfish1212 

can i talk to you 

i don't know what to do 

SmeargleUsedHex 

Krysal Tepsyr 

you can talk to me, yeah 

lionfish1212 



can you try to explain 

please 

jadedResearcher 

:) :) :) 

:ear: :ear: :ear: 

Krysal Tepsyr 

i'd prefer to in dms, if that is okay. 

lionfish1212 

i guess 

i don't know how to use dms on discord 

but you can do it 

aurora borealis 

i believe its the /whisper command /s 

lionfish1212 

/whisper Krysal Tepsyr hello 

jadedResearcher 

it is not :) :) :) 

lionfish1212 

ugh 

:V 

aurora borealis 

,,,sorry i was being sarcastic. you have to click on the user and then go to the text box under the info 

sheet that pops up 

lionfish1212 

thats really weird 

why is it like this 



Krysal Tepsyr 

i'll send you one. 

then you should be able to see. 

gone_farther 

cadn io have.. 

nah 

sierra & sammi 

ЗАМПАНИО =D 


